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Abstract. A procedure is given for identifying the facets of the octahedron that are first intersect- 
ed upon extending the edge of a polyhedral cone. The information generated by this procedure 
can be exploited to advantage by cut-search procedures for zero-one integer programming. Re- 
suits are given which make it possible to determine the first two facets (or sets of “tied facets”) 
following the innermost facet with less effort than required to determine the innermost facet 
itself. Depending on the orientation of the extended edge relative to the octahedron, a number 
of successive additional facets may be determined with comparable ease. 
1. Introduction 
The convexity (or intersection) cut defined relative to the octahedron 
requires the identification of the innermost facet encountered by an ex- 
tended edge of a polyhedral cone (defined by a linear programming 
basis) whose vertex lies in the interior of the octahedron. 
Such a procedure was the focus of the investigation of Balas, Bow- 
man, Glover and Sommer [4]. 
However, it is desirable to have a way not only to determine the in- 
nermost facet encountered by an edge, but also to determine several 
subsequent facets, in the order in which they are encountered. The in- 
formation thus generated can be exploited to advantage by cut-search 
procedures [ 5, 61. 
This paper is devoted to identifying an efficient way to determine 
these first facets. Our approach requires less effort to determine the 
first two facets (or sets of “tied facets”) following the innermost facet 
than required to determine the innermost facet itself (once its determina 
* Original version received 7 December 197 1. 
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tion has been made). Depending on the orientation of the extended 
edge relative to the octahedron, a number of successive additional facets 
may be determined with comparable ease. A method is also provided 
that characteristically leads to a faster determination of the innermost 
facet than the method of [4]. 
Recently, Egon Balas [ 31 has devised a method for finding and rank- 
ing all facets of the octahedron based on a fundamental (and nonintu- 
itive) result which says that each successive facet, after the first, must 
be adjacent to at least one facet previously intersected. (Balas also gives 
an improved procedure for determining the innermost facet.) The ap- 
proach developed here complements that of Balas by showing that the 
problem of ranking the facets can be viewed in a different framework, 
and by giving a method specifically designed for dermining the first 
facets for applications, such as those of [ 61 , in which knowledge of 
progressively deeper facets may be of less value than knowledge of 
facets that are closer to the interior surface. Our results are presented 
in the context of a “deformable octahedron” that is slightly more gen-, 
era1 than the octahedron discussed in [ 2,3,4] . 
2. Notation and definitions 
Using translations (and optionally, integer combinations) of variables, 
the constraints 
x=A,-At, 
x 2 0, t 2 0, and xi integer, i E I, 
of the mixed integer programming (MIP) problem give rise to a related 
set of constraints which we shall represent by 
(1) y = B, 48, GO, 
(2) vi> 1 or vi<O, iEP= {l,...,p}. 
Consider any set of positive numbers hi, i E P, and let cy denote a row 
vector of parameters each of whose components ai, i E P, is restricted 
to be 1 or -1. We associate with cy the vector p given by 
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Pi = 
(1 if cyi = 1, 
i 0 ifCYi=-ll 
and define the octahedron K*(h) to be the intersection of the Zp half 
spaces 
(3) H(ac, v) ~ C cxi h,~i-C Pihi i 0. 
iEP iEP 
Thus, the hyperplanes H(ar, y) = 0 define the (extended) facets of K*(h). 
For a different characterization of the octahedron in terms of the L 1 -’ 
norm (for the case in which all hi are 1 ), see [ 3,4] . 
Remark 2.1. All y contained in the unit hypercube K = 
(v: 1 2 yi 2 0, i E P}must be contained in K”(h) and moreover, all 
J; in K except for its 0- 1 vertices are in the interior of K*(h). In parti- 
cular, given any cy , 
H(a, v) < 0 for ally E K*(h) except y = p. 
Under the assumption that B, is in the interior of K*(h) (as it will be 
if it is in K and not a vertex), our first goal, following [ 41 ) is to identify 
a value A* > 0 of tj, such that thejth edge (Y = B, -Biti, ti 2 0) of the 
cone (1) intersects the boundary of K*(h) at y * = B, -Bi A*. That is, 
definingy(A) = B,-BiA, we seek the least positive value A* of A such 
that H(cu, v(A)) = 0 for some CY (satisfying Qli = 1 or -1). Viewing this 
problem in a slightly different manner, A* is the least positive A such. 
that MO,(A)) = 0, where we define 
We shall call M(Y) the critical displacement of the point y from the 
boundary of the octahedron K*(h). 
3. Some relations between hyperplanes defining K”(h) and critical 
displacements 
The following results are a direct consequence of the definitions, a.nd 
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their proofs are omitted. 




1 ifYi > 3 , 
-1 ifYi < 3 , 
1 Or-1 ifyi=$. 
H(Q’, y) - H((Y”, y) = C CY~ hi( l -2yi) 7 
iE P’ 
where 
P = {iEP: cl;=-a;‘>. 
Lemma 3.3. H(cw, y(A”))-H(cy, y(A’)) = (A” -A’) O(a), where 
0(a) = -if;, aihibij e 
Lemma 3.4. Let LY’ be given so that H(a’, y(A’)) = M(y(A’)). Then (f A” 
is the solution to H(cu’, y(A)) = 0, A” = A’ -MO,(A’))/~(CY’). 
Lemma 3.5. Let ar’ begiven so that H(cu’, y(A)) = M@(A)) for A = A’ 
and A = A” > A’. Then M@(A”)) > M(y(A’)) if and only if 6((x’) <: 0. 
4. The innermost facet of K”(h) 
To determine the value A* which gives the point y(A*) at which the 
edge y(A) (for A 2 0) intersects the innermost facet of the octahedron, 
it follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that we need only take into ac- 
count the breakpoint values (bi, -3 )/bij (i E P) of A which will cause 
vi(A) (the ith component of y(A)) to attain the value 4. Only the break 
point values that are positive and distinct are relevant, and we represent 
these values by 
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By convention, we also let y. = 0 and yU +1 = 00. (If there are no positive 
breakpoint values, u = 0.) Then, by Lemma 3.1, there is an immediately 
identifiable cy = (Y’ such that 
HO/) = H(d v(A)> 
for all A satisfying yk <_ A <_ ~~+t (0 <_ k 2 u). In particular, if .y ’ is de- 
fined by y’ = y(A) for any A such that yk L A < Y~+~, then (x’ may be 
given by 
(4) &; = 
i 
1 ifyi>30r~~=3_andbii<_0, 
- 1 otherwise. 
Equivalently, if y’ is defined by y’ = y(A) for any A satisfying 
yli < A I yk+ 1 , then 0’ can be given by 
(5) 
1 if yi > 3 or yi = 3_ and bii 2 0, 
a; = 
- 1 otherwise. 
Note that (4) and (5) not only provide the same a’(for the indicated 
restrictions on y’ = y(A)), but these two definitions are indistinguishable 
for Yk < A < Yk+r, in which case they result in setting Q; = 1 if yi 2 4 and 
‘i = -1 ifyi < 6. Moreover, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, 
MY(Tk+1)) = MO,(r,)) + (Yk+1 -Yk) Nak) 3 
where 
6(~rO) < e(al) < ..* < O(aU) = e((l~~+l) = ipp hi lbii/ 
and C@ corresponds to the vector (Y’ of (4) for y’ = ~(7~). Thus, assuming 
bij # 0 for some i, there is a first positive yk, call it yr, such that 
M(y(y,)) 2 0. Then, by the foregoing remarks, it follows that the desired 
A* for which M@(A*)) = 0 is the solution to the equation H(ar’, y(A)) = 0, 
where (Y’ is determined from either (4) or (5) for y’ = y(yr _ 1 ) or y’ = 
y (yr), respectively. 
The value cyr, and hence A*, can be determined by successively com- 
puting and checking the yk values, as proposed in [4] . We note in this 
connection that the value of A* can be computed with slightly less ef- 
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fort by reference to Lemma 3.4 than be directly solving for H(cY’, y(A)) 
= 0, the latter being essentially the proposal of [ 41. Furthermore, the 
preceding observations provide another way to determine A* without 
computing and ordering the breakpoint values, giving a more efficient 
approach for effecting this determination. 
In particular, for any trial A’ of A, one may identify a vector CY’ by 
Lemma 3.1 which specifies a critical hyperplane H(cY.‘, y ‘) corresponding 
to the pointy’ = y(A’); that is, a hyperplane for which the critical dis- 
placement of y’ from the boundary of K*(h) is actually attained 
(H(cx’, y’) = MO’)). If this critical displacement M(y’) is negative, then 
CY’ may be given by (4), and if this displacement is positive, then cy’ may 
be given by (5). As a consequence, the solution A” to H(ar’, y(A)) = 0 
gives a new point y(A”) which is the intersection of the edge y(A) with 
the critical hyperplane. (The value A” can be conveniently obtained in 
this approach by reference to Lemma 3.4. This value provides an upper 
bound for A* whenever A” > 0, as will necessarily be the case if 
MOI(A’)) > 0.) 
Thus, a simple and efficient procedure for determining A* is to se- 
lect any positive starting value for A’, compute A”, and then replace 
A’ with a new A’ <_ A” (unless A” I 0, in which case A’ is simply in- 
creased). 
Some analytical indication of the strength of this procedure can also 
be assessed. Specifically, if A’ is an overestimate of A* and 
Yk < A’ < Yk+l7 k <_ u, then A” 5 yk or A” = A * (or both). This means 
that if A’ is first selected sufficiently large, and successive values of A” 
are selected to equal A”, then usually fewer (and never more) iterations 
will result than by looking through the breakpoint values themselves 
(from yU down). (Also, if A* 2 yU , this procedure gives A” = A* on 
the first step.) 
5. First facets beyond the innermost facet 
In order to identify successive facets encountered by the edge y(A) 
as A increases, we seek the successive values of A 2 A* such that 
H((Y, y(A)) = 0 for some Q. For each such value of A identified, we must 
determine the set of all cy that yield H(a!, y(A)) = 0, thereby identifying 
all facet hyperplanes which intersect the extended edge at a given point. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let A’ be an arbitrary (finite) positive value of A, and let 
y, be the smallest breakpoint value such that A’ < y,. Then the set o_f 
all facet hyperplanes H(a, y) = 0 intersected by the edge y = y(A) for A 
in the interval A’ 5 A 2 y, is given by the set of all 0- 1 solutions to the 
equation 
(6) C di(6)Zi = M(y’) + 6 8(cY’) ) 
iEP 
where t3(cu) is defined as in Lemma 3.3, (Y’ is defined from (4) for y’ = 
y(A’), 6 = A-A’ and the coefficient d,(S) is given by 
hi(l-20/:-6bij)) 
/ 
if i E PI = Ci: yi < 3 or y; = 4 and b, Z 0 1 , 
d,(S) = 
hi(2~S_Gbij)-l), if i E P, = P-P,. 
The 0- 1 solutions to (6) identify the facet hyperplanes H(a, y(A)) = 0 
by the relationship 
1 1 if”i=-‘Y;, Zi = 0 ifCYi=CYi. 
Corollary 5.2. The coefficients d,(S) of (6) are nonnegative for all 6 
satisfying 0 <_ 6 5 y, -A’. Moreover, if A’ = A*, then MO,‘) = 0 and 
e(d) > 0. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 is the 
fact that the set of all facets intersected by y(A) for A = A* can be iden- 
tified by means of its correspondence with the set of all solutions to 
equation (6) in which 
Oor 1 ifdi(O)=O, 
Zi = 
0 otherwise, 
subject to the stipulaction that A’ = A*. 
Corollary 5.3. Let (Y’ be determined as in Theorem 5.1 for A’ = A”, and 
let 6 1 be the least positive value of 6 such that d,(S) = 6 e(a’) for some 
i E P. Then A = A” + 6, is the first intersection value of A beyond A*, 
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and the set of facet hyperplanes intersected for this value of A is given 
by the set of solutions to (6) which satisfy 
1 for exactly one i such that di(6 1 ) = 6 I 8 (d j , 
Oor 1 ifdi(A,)=O, 
0 for all remaining i . 
The value 6, indicated in Corollary 5.3 can be instantly identified by 
reference to the definition of the coefficients d,(S) given in Theorem 5.1, 
showing that the second set of facet hyperplanes intersected by the edge 
y(A) can be determined with very little effort once A* has been com- 
puted. 
Corollary 5.4. Let A’, (Y’ and 6 1 be given as in Corollary 5.3 and let 6:, 
be the least positive value of 6 > 6 1 such that either d,(S) = 6 0(a’ ) for 
some i, or d,(6) + d,(6) = 6 B(cr’) for some r and s. (6, = 00 if neither 
of these conditions can be met. ) If 6, 2 yU - A’, then A = A’ + 6 2 is 
the second intersection value of A beyond A*, and the set of facet 
hyperplanes intersected for this value of A is given by the set of all so- 
lutions to (6) which satisfy the conditions of Corollary 5.3 with a2 in 
place of 6 1, together with those which satisfy z, = z, = 1 for some r 
and s such that d,(6,) + d,(6,) = 6,0(a’) and for i # r, s, 
[Oar 1 ifdi(b,)=O, 
Zi = 
i 0 oth,erwise. 
If 6, > y4 -A’, then redefine A’ = y, (determining a new y’ and cr’) and 
let 6, be the least positive value of 6 such that d,(S) = MO/‘) + 6 O((Y’) 
for some i E P. Then A = A’ + 6, is the second intersection value of A 
beyond A*, and the set of facet hyperplanes intersected for this value 
of A is given by the set of all solutions to (6) which satisfy 
L 1 for exactly one isuch that di(S*)=M(?i’)+62e(rr’), 
if di(S,) = 0, 
for all remaining i. 
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The value 6, of Corollary 5.4 requires only slightly more effort to 
determine than the value 6 1 of Corollary 5.3, and both of these values 
together should typically require less effort to determine than the value 
of A*. The determination of 6, and 6, in Corollary 5.4 can be speeded 
by the observation that attention can be restricted to the subset of in- 
dexes i such that di(6 1 ) <_ 6 1 O(CY_‘), and by the observation that all i 
for which di(6 1 ) < 6 1 O(a’) can be ignored except the one (or ones) with 
minimum nonzero value of 2hi Ib,l. 
Also, it is possible for the fourth and fifth intersection values to be 
determined relative to the same considerations that govern the determi- 
nation of 6,) provided the conditions of the last half of Corollary 5.4 
continue to hold (implying that each subsequent calculation starts with 
a new A’, ending finally with a calculation based on the conditions of 
the first half of Corollary 5.4). 
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